COSAF Comments
Student Activities and Services Initiative (SASI)
COSAF Meeting: December 4, 2020
On December 4, 2020, following the final SASI presentation, COSAF voting members provided the below
written comments for each SASI fee recipient .
Women’s Resources and Research Center
Liked the emphasis on intersectionality in the presentation. Would have liked to see a bit more discussion in the
presentation about their funding allocations for their activities, such as specifics on their cost of goods and services as
described in their templates.
The Women's Resource & Research Center is one of the more crucial resources our campus provides in my opinion. I love
that they provide free menstrual supplies to anyone. I know people that have gone there to get those supplies in their time
of need. Also, having their own library with books that typically aren't found anywhere in Davis is really cool. It could come in
handy for students trying to find their books for classes.
Thanks for sharing examples of the diversity of your services to the student body‐‐which much more expansive than implied
by the name. Many graduate students are also parents, and they definitely appreciate assistance! Thanks for a great
presentation.
This presentation gave a good overview of the needs of the Women's Resources and Research Center.
I really enjoyed how the Center is building community and reinventing itself to meet the needs of their community. I also
like the way they are inclusive and meeting the needs of many.
I appreciate the services and resources they are providing to the student parent population and any students who may have
dependents.
I have no comments regarding the Women's Resources and Research Center presentation and their use of SASI fees. The
presentation was straight forward and easy to understand given the pandemic.
The WRRC provides invaluable support to many students and members of the UC Davis community, thank you for continuing
to provide resources especially in these tough times.
Love the virtual office idea! I think you should share that with other centers! It was one of the most unique virtual programs I
have seen from any of the centers.
Is a great resource and I learned a lot more about the services provided. This is a great center and i am happy I was here to
listen. Thank you!
Love the support for student parents/guardians!
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